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President's Report
Richard H. Salz

60 Twenty-seventh Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

In my last report I mentioned being
overwhelmed by the catalog for the lIth
mail sale as it had been computerized
100%.Well, when I was in Washington, DC
to assist Dick Bates with the closing, in
voicing, and mailing, I was no longer ,over
whelmed but instead just sat down with
my tongue hanging out and a more than
usual stupid look on my face. Would you
believe it-there wasn't a piece of paper
in sight. EVERYTHING was in that com
puter! If you wanted to see how lot 325
was doing alC>-:()udid WitS pres_sa button __
(Dick Bates did the pressing as he didn't
trust me) and all the information popped
onto the screen. When the time arrived to
match thy lots to the invoices, another
press of the button brought forth some 200
invoices-,-in a steady stream! Even the time
consuming job of "closing the book" was

(Continued on page 6)

Meeting Notices
At SPRINGPEX '83, a regional meeting

of the CZSG and the Isthmian Collectors
Club, at Robert E. Lee High School, Fran
conia Rd., Springfield, VA on Saturday,
March 26, 1983 at 2:00 p.m. Details from
Dick Bates, P. O. Box 40583, Washington,
D.C. 20016.

At WESTPEX '83, a regional meeting
of the CZSG at the Cathedral Hill Hotel
(formerly Jack Tar), San Francisco, Cali
fornia on Saturday, April 30, 1983 at 1:00
p.m. Details from Ray Erickson, 5427 Delia
Way, Livermore, CA 94550.

At PAN PACIFIC EXPO '83, a regional
meeting of the CZSG at the Red Lion Inn
at the Lloyd Center in Portland, Oregon, on
Sunday, May 22, 1983 at 2:00 p.m. Details
from Len Lukens, P. O. Box 117, Phoenix,
OJ;t 97535. The American Philatelic Society
Spring Meeting, sponsored by the Oregon
Stamp Society, will take place during this
weekend.

The Cali (Colombia)
Postal Agency

By L. P. Entwistle

During the. early days of scheduled air
mail flights, flying was limited to daytime
hours, and on the routes from the United
States via Central America or the Caribbean
islands to South America, Cristobal was a
convenient overnight stop. Pan American
Airways (PAA) handled the mails to Cristo
bal (France Field) and the air fields along
the circum-Caribbean and thence to Mon
tevideo and Buenos Aires via Brazil. Pan
American-Grace Airways (PANAGRA) car
ried the mails down the west coast of South
America and thence to Buenos Aires. Cristo
bal became_an,_air maiLsoLting-center ,_

On August 13, 1940, the Director of
Posts received from the Second Assistant
Postmaster General in Washington, D. C.,
the following radiogram:

Pan American changing schedules Sep
tember first perform three times weekly
service Miami Cristobal Cali northbound
one night southbonnd next night. Please
consult Steinhart whether he is willing
with an assistant to conduct postal agency
Cali temporarily or permanent and if not
whether you have other experienced clerk
who is willing. Immediate action and
radio report requested.

The U. S. Post Office Department had a
precedent for this action as it operated a
similar agency in Barranquilla, Colombia,
frOm July 15, 1936, to July 16, 1937.

This schedule change meant that the
mails would overnight at Cali instead of
Cristobal, therefore, working the mails
would have to be moved to Cali.

Considering the slower and less reliable
transportation of the times, the necessity
of obtaining permission from the Colombian
Government in Bogota, the shipment of
office equipment and supplies, the physical
establishment of the agency, and the mobi
lization of an experienced crew, some fast,
co-ordinated work was required.

Authorization was received from Bogota
on August 25. The shipment of office equip-

Missent to U. S. Postal
Agency, Cali, ,Colombia

ment was made by the S. S. Santa Teresa
via Buenaventura, while three men were re
cruited from the Bureau of Posts staff. Some
delay was encounterect- in obtaining the
duty-free entry of the office supplies from
the Colombian Consul in Panama.

The Director of Posts proceeded to Cali
by plane on August 28 to survey the situa
tion, including choosing a suitable place
for the agency which was eventually located
at a place about four minutes away from
the Cali air field. PANAGRA paid for the
rental, lighting and telephone and supplied
janitor service and transport of mail and
postal employees.

Forms and supplies from Cristobal were
overstamped with an endorsement to indi
cate that the mail and reports were pre
pared by the Cali Agency.

The Director of Posts proposed the name

(Continued on page 3)

Mail Sale No. 12
Consignments for the 12th mail

sale may be sent between June 18
and July 16, 1983, to R. H. Salz,
60-27th Avenue, San Francisco, CA
94121. Certificates necessary on all
Scott Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 15. Please
ship insured or registered. The sale
will take place in either late Septem
ber or early October.
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1983 Scott Specialized
Reviewed by Gilbert N. Plass

trop. spot, ~145 (~125); UXl, $26 ($25);
UX6, used, small nick, $460 ($500); UX7,
$52 ($60); UXC2a, inverted surcharge, small
creases, $900 ($1000).

No. 42 on FD card, $525; 43 on FD
card, $220; 96, July 4, 1926 FDC, $44.

The Scott United States Stamp Catalogue
appeared as usual in' November. The 1983
edition contains a smaller number of price
changes than has been customary in recent
years, a reflection of the depressed state of
the stamp market. Yet there are still a
number of price increases for Canal Zone
stamps and no decreases that I noticed.
This is testimony to the relatively strong
state of the Canal Zone market.

A complete unused collection of each
major number of Canal Zone regular, air
post, postage due, and official (used prices
taken where unused are not priced) stamps
catalogues $14,768 compared to last year's
price of $14,291 (a 3%increase). All listed
errors and varieties of these same stamps
catalogue $240,319 compared to $233,210
(3% increase). The major numbers of Canal
Zone envelopes catalogue $3731 compared
to $3506 (a 6%increase). The correspond-
ing figures for postal cards are $2372 com
pared to $2282 (a 4%increase). The enve
lope errors catalogue $6472 compared~tO-
$5872 (a 10% increase), while the postal
card errors are unchanged at $17,360 as
are the proofs at $28,200.

Over a longer time period, all Canal
Zone major numbers of stamps and postal
stationery have increased at a compound
rate of 15.9%per year over the last 5 years
and at a compound rate of 16.8%per year
over the last 10 years. The errors and varie
ties of all Canal Zone stamps and postal
stationery have increased over the last five
years at a rate equivalent to 15.5% com
pounded over that period and at a rate of
16.1%compounded over the last ten years.

A number of minor typesetting errors that
crept into last year's edition of the Scott
Specialized have been corrected in the new
edition. A few of the price increases in the
1983 Specialized with the corresponding
prices for the 1982 Specialized in paren
thesis are: Scott No. 39f, handmade book
let pane of six with inverted center and
overprint, $4000 ($3500); 57a, horiz. pr.,
one without overprint, $1000 ($850); 73a,
booklet pane, $110 ($95); 91c, ZONE
CANAL, $175 ($150); 102a, handmade
booklet pane, $2000 ($1150); 111b, hand
made booklet pane, $125 ($110); 155,
$0.25 ($0.20); 157a, missing bridge, $13,
000 ($12,000); 162, $5.00 ($0.70); C25a,
horiz, pr., imperf. vert., $550 ($500); C01
7, unused, $91.00 ($74.50); same, used,
$32.00 ($28.10); J20a, vert. pr., one with-

ANAL, $16; 12b, CANAL antique, $46
($50); 12, PAMANA reading up, $52 ($60);
12, PAN MA in pr., $62 ($55); 13, $18
($15); 14, $22 ($20); 14b, inverted ovp.,
$230 ($250); 16b, spaced ZO, $11 ($6); 16b,
work-up, $26; 18, P NAMA, $95 ($80); 19,
$46 ($50); 20c, 8 cts omitted, $400 ($425);
21, $23 ($25); 22e, double ovp., $190
($200); 22, ANA in pr., $62 ($57); 23a, hor.
pro imperf between, $800 ($750); 23d,
double ovp., one diagonal, $360 ($375); 26,
$26 ($20); 30, $36 ($35); 33a, double ovp.,
perfs cut, $140 ($175); 35, $50 ($50); 36,
$23 ($18); 37, $100 ($45); 39d, ovp. read
ing down, $105 ($85); 3ge, inverted center
and ovp., used on piece, $440 ($450); 41,
$40 ($37); 42-45, $36 ($37); 44, bl. of 4,
one with 10 mm spacing, $90 ($30); 48,
bottom perf. tips bent, $600 ($800); 52, $42
($25); 54, $190 ($175); 55, $21 ($17); 61a,
inverted ovp., $90 ($100); 61b, double ovp.,
f, $420 ($500); 62a, ovp. reading down, $46
($40); 66, tg, $145 ($125); 67, tg, sl. gum
soaks, $500 ($700); 67, used, f, $190. ($200).

No. 73a, perfs, close, gum bend, $80
($95); 75, $44 ($37); 77, $21 ($18); 78,
used, $28 ($20); 84, $32 ($20); 86c, inverted
ovp., $280 ($300); 91a + 91c in pr., ZONE
only with ZONE CANAL, $725 ($900);
91c, ZONE CANAL, $180 ($150); 97, $42
($45); 97-99, used, $17 ($16); 117b, unex
ploded booklet, $230 ($220); 120-135, $90
($109); 162, line pr., $21 ($10).

Nos. Cl, C3-5, $32 ($28); C4, $15 ($9);
C6-14, $19 ($20); ClS-20, $72 ($84); C21
26, $25 ($26); C36-41, $17 ($13); C48a
50a, $10 ($10).

Nos. COI-7, 14, $72 ($82); same, used,
$26 ($31); C08, used, $150 ($200); C09,
used, $2S0 ($2S0); COI2, used, $170 ($200);
JI-3, used, $l1S ($92); J2, $150 ($150); J4,
$13 ($8); Jll, nh, $60 ($2S); J12, $30 ($20);
J14, $260 ($225); J17, $46 ($30); J20, $95
($100).

EXTREMELY FINE CANAL ZONE

BOUGHT & SOLD

Send Want List or SASE for
FREE Quarterly Price List

WANTED: YF or better 84, 103, all
0'5, 164 FDC, opening day covers,
collections, individual rarities. Please
write with price, description, and
quantity.

DEL PARKER (APS)
10149 Hammerly, No. 601

Houston, TX 77080

Nos. 01-2, 4-7, 9, unused with 03 used,
$80 ($77); 01-7, 9, used, $40 ($39); 08,
used, $420 ($500); OXl, OX3, $26 ($29);
OX6, pane of 32, $32 ($32); OX6c, double
impression, $64 ($67).

No. Ul, used, sl. trop. stain, $46 ($50);
U12, $105 ($175); U13, $20 ($17); U15,
$180 ($160); UCl, $64 ($80); UC2, faint

The Canal Zone Study GroupCopyright 1983

The Canal Zone Study Group auction this
fall offered an unusually wide range of
Canal Zone stamps. The prices for very fine
stamps and for the rare major numbers and
errors were surprisingly strong considering
the depressed state of much of the stamp
market. Items in poorer condition did not
fare so well. However collectors should re
member that many Canal Zone stamps can
not be obtained in perfect condition. For
example, virtually all known copies of Nos.
15, 18, 19, and 20 have distrubed gum.
Many errors can only be obtained in poorly
centered condition as all stamps in the
error pane were poorly centered, e.g., Nos.
84c, 97a, 97d, and Il6a.

The following are some prices realized
from this auction. All stamps are unused
and without defects unless mentioned other
wise. The auction price is followed by the
catalogue price in parenthesis.

Scott No.1, thin, perfs touch, tg, $280
($375); 2, used, crease, blunt perfs, $150
($175); 4, ng, $19 ($20); 4-8, f-vf, $300
(348); 5, $15 ($13); 9, $10 ($10); 9 spaced
AL in bl. of 6, $100 ($86); lOa, inverted
ovp., $180 ($200); 10 split ovp. reads
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out ovpt., $1650 ($1500); 01-2, 4-7, 9,
unused, $58.50 ($52.50); 01-7, g, used,
$47.55 ($39.40); 08, used, $600 ($500).

As usual you will want a copy of this
newest Scott catalogue for the latest pricing
and the most complete and accurate listing
of Canal Zone regularly published.

Cali Postal Agency
(Continued from page 1)

"Air Mail Transfer Agency, Cali, Colombia",
but the name was changed in a radio mes
sage dated August 27 by Washington to
U. S. Postal Agency, Cali, Colombia. The
agency, however, was under the supervision
and direction of the Director of Posts.

Three postal clerks from the Canal Zone
started working the mails on September 2,
1940, from a northbound flight. In addition
to mail sorting, all the registered letters
had to be checked and listed. Total weights
of mail in each sack was checked against
the incoming data. A typical dispatch may
include 400-500 registered letters, plus sev
eral thousand ordinary air mail letters.

Mail was received every night, except
Fridays and Sundays, either north or south
bound, but both flights arrived on Satur
.days. It was quickly discovered that it was
impossible to handle the mail on the two
Saturday flights; some mail, therefore, was
carried beyond Cali for working.

--Itwas clearlyunderstood that' the Call
Agency accepted no new mail nor sold any
stamps. Any mail entering the stream at
Cali would have to pass through the Colom
bian post office. The agency clerks, how
ever, :could place personal mail in the sacks
provided the Colombian post office agreed
and that the Colombian stamps were prop
erly canceled.

Three different devices have been seen
from the agency, as shown in Fig. 1. The
double circle dating canceler with AIR
MAIL at the bottom has been seen only on
a Bulletin of Verification concerning dis
crepancies in weights of mail received. A
similar device but with REGISTERED at
the bottom is known as a backstamp on
registered envelopes dated in May and June,
1941. One of these covers also has "Missent
to U. S. Postal/Agency, Cali, Colombia"
stamped on the front.

During the rainy season, which normally
starts in November, arrivals and departures
,became erratic. The situation became des
perate by November and December, 1941.
In addition to the normal weather delays,
PAA and PANAGRA were required to trans
fer their terminal operations from Cristobal
(France Field) to Balboa (Albrook Field)
on December 10, then censorship of mail
was established on December 13, and finally
with the outbreak of hostilities radio trans
mission of weather information was re
stricted.

The Balboa post office became over
worked and the Director of Posts recom
mended that the Cali Agency be closed
and the personnel moved to Balboa where
their services would be more productive.
The last dispatch from Miami was worked
on January 24, 1942, and the agency for
mally closed on January 31, 1942, after 1~
months of operation. All records were trans
ferred to the Balboa post office.

The above data were gathered from the
files stored at the Agency Records Center
at Diablo through permission of its Acting
Chief and the help of Mr. Harold J. Carroll,
Jr., Supervisor of the Center, is also grate
fully acknowledged. Alan F. Doyle supplied
xerographic copies of the covers showing
two of the markings in Fig. 1.

Perforation Freaks and Smudges
A member sent me Xerox copies of a

number of minor Canal Zone varieties. Un
fortunately his letter has become detached
from the xerox copies and I do not remem
ber who it was. If he will write again, I
will mention his name in a future issue.
The stamps include:

Various ink smears and smudges on Scott
Nos. 105, 106, and 108; three examples of
freak perforations caused by paper folds
that left a portion of the margin imperfor
ate on Scott Nos. 105, 117, and C8; No.
'1-36witn an extra w1cl€-rfghtmargiIi;C49:i-:
booklet pane miscut so that most of CANAL
ZONE at top is missing, and examples of
Nos. C44 and C52 with bands of missing
color in the background color.

5¢ Sharp A, Scott No. 86
In recent issues of "The United States

Specialist", the journal of the Bureau Is
sues Association, John Meek has had an
interesting series of articles on the plate
finisher's initials that appear on the margins
of many United States stamps of the 1920s.
This is of interest, as many of these plates
were used to print stamps later overprinted
for the Canal Zone. According to John
Meek, the initials "CHR" are in the margin
at the lower right corner of both plates
16332 and 16333 used to print the 5¢ Roo
sevelt. He states that copies with these
initials may be assigned to a particular plate
as the initials are above the stamp bottom
on plate 16332 and even ·with the stamp
bottom on 16333.

In his article he shows an illustration of
a block with these initials even with the
stamp bottom and thus presumably from
plate 16333. This block is overprinted for
the Canal Zone. I thought from the illustra
tion that this was an example from the first
printing of the Canal Zone overprint. I have
since examined this block and confirm this.
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The problem is that plate 16SSS according
to all information that the CZSG has W'as

only used for the second printing of the
Canal Zone overprint, so this block would
have to be from plate 16332 which was
used for the first printing.

There is a contradiction here and one of
our records has to be wrong. Either plate
16333 was also used for the first printing of
the Canal Zone overprint (there has been
no previous evidence for this) or the infor
mation about the position of the initials
"CHR" on these two plates is wrong. Can
anyone supply further information on this
matter?

CZ Cork Cancel

Lee Cornell has a half dozen examples
of a cork cancel with the large letters "CZ"
on such stamps as Scott No. 87, 90, 92,
104 and 107. In some cases only the letters
show, while on other examples there are
horizontal bars above and below the letters
and/or a curved line before the "C". One
of the 10¢ stamps has a notation on the
back that it was used on registered mail at
Ancon, while another example is believed
to have been used there on parcel post
mail. Does anyone have examples on cover
or piece that might supply more informa
tion?

- - Second Time- Aro~nd -

CZSG member John Blessington sends in
this article from many years ago. It appear
ed in Stamp Collecting, February 20, 1926.
Many thanks, John.

-R. H. SALZ

AIR MAIL NOTES
AND NEWS

"Guatemala City-Canal Zone.
"In order to show the possibilities of

aerial communication, three U.S. Army
planes Hew from France Field, Canal Zone,
via several Central American capitals, on
February 4th, 1924. As an experiment to
demonstrate the time saving qualities of the
aeroplane as a mail carrier, a 'small pouch'
of twenty-eight letters went through the
Guatemala City P.O. for transportation by
air. More mail was to have been carried,
but the IT\ailtrain did not arrive in time.
The ordinary Guatemala stamps on this
limited mail were cancelled in black (circu
lar) 'Correo, Internacional, Feb. 18, 1924,
Guatemala A.C: The cancellation of arrival
reads 'Balboa Heights, C.Z. Feb 29, 2.30
P.M. Rec'd:

This was roughly a 1,000 mile flight, and
the time taken is, of course, explained by
the fact that many stops were made en
route in order to take up high officials,
&c., for trial trips."



Third Series of 1904

By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from last issue)

Pos. 66. There is a small break in the left
vertical stroke of NI on all five stages (Fig.
65, stage six). On heavily inked copies this
may be filled in, but in that case a slight
irregularity can be seen in the letter at this
point. NI (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 65. Pas. 66, sixth stage.

Fig. 66. Pas. 67, fourth stage.

Pas. 67. There are three substantial breaks
on this position for all five stages. The
lower left serif of Al is cut off and mis
shapen. There is a break near the top of
the left diagonal stroke of A2. The upper
left serif of E is partially or entirely missing
(Fig. 66, stage four). Al (2, 3, 4, 5, 6);
A2 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 67. Pas. 68, fourth stage.

Fig. 68. Pas. 68, sixth stage.

Pos. 68. The right vertical stroke of N2
shows two breaks near the bottom on all
five stages; in some cases the top of this
stroke is leaning to the left. An additional

break occurs near the top of the diagonal
stroke of N2 on stages four and five. The
letter E, normal on stages two and three,
prints only weakly on stage four-in some
cases the E is so light that it can scarcely
be seen (Fig. 67, fourth stage). Apparently
replaced by a new letter for stages five and
six, it now has a large break on the lower
horizontal stroke (Fig. 68, sixth stage). N2
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6); weak E (4); E (5, 6).

Fig. 69. Pas. 70, third stage.

Pas. 70. The bottom left and top left
corners of the E are filled with varying
amounts of dirt that print blobs of ink on
stages two through five (Fig. 69, stage
three). On stage six the vertical stroke of
the E slants slightly away from the normal
in two different segments beginning at its
center. Ef (2, 3, 4, 5).

Fig. 70. Pos. 71, second stage.

Pos. 71. There is a fairly large break in
the C near the bottom on stages two
through five (changes into an irregularity on
stage five), a small break near the top of
the left diagonal stroke of Alan stages two
and three, and a small break near the bot
tom of the left vertical stroke of NI on
stages two and some of three (changes into
a slight irregularity) (Fig. 70, stage two).
C (2, 3, 4, 5); Al (2, 3); NI (2, 3).

Fig. 71. Pas. 72, second stage.

Pas. 72. There are several small breaks
near the lower end of C on all five stages;
on heavily inked copies there is an irregu
larity in shape of the letter (Fig. 71, stage
two). The break at the top of the E shown
on this stamp has not been shown to be
constant. C (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 72. Pas. 74, third stage.

Pos. 74. The left diagonal stroke of Al
has two breaks near the top on all five
stages, while NI is filled-in on the lower
left side on all five stages (the shape of
the extra ink changes some through these
stages) (Fig. 72, stage three). Al (2, 3, 4,
5, 6); Nlf (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 73. Pas. 75, fourth stage.

Pas. 75. There is a break near the bot
tom of the left diagonal stroke of Alan all
five stages; in addition Al is filled-in on the
right on stages three and four. There is a
break on the bottom horizontal stroke· near
the serif of L on stages two and six. There
is a small break near the top of the E on
stages two, three, four, and six (Fig. 73,
stage four). Al (2, 3f, 4f, 5, 6); L (2, 6);
E (2, 3, 4, 6).

Fig. 74. Pas. 76, fourth stage.

Pas. 76. There is a large break near the
top of the C on stages three through six.

COLLECTIONS BOUGHT & SOLD

THE CONROY

PHILATELIC COMPANY

SpeciaLizing in

CanaL Zone Postage

J. A. Conroy - CZSG No. 967
P. O. Box 81

West Redding, CT 06896



Both Al and A2 are filled-in with varying
amounts of dirt on stages three through
five. There is a small break on the top
horizontal bar and also on the bottom hori
zontal bar of E on all five stages, although
sometimes only one or the other of these
small breaks shows (Fig. 74, stage four).
C (3, 4, 5, 6); Alf (3, 4, 5); A2f (3, 4, 5);
E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 75. Pas. 77, fourth stage.

Pas. 77. There is an extra blob of ink
at the top of the C on stages three and
four. The letter Al is filled-in on the right
side in varying amounts on stages three
through five, as is the letter N2 on stages
three and four (Fig. 75, stage four). Cf
(3, 4); Alf (3, 4, 5); N2f (3, 4).

(Continued in next issue)

Canal Zone Postal Service
Announcement Cards

By R. H. 8alz

___ ._-WllileJOQking.Jbrongh_tlLe_pJ:9veJ:biaLshoe
box I ran across an announcement card
from the Philatelic Agency at Balboa
Heights, Canal Zone. This card is a Scott
UXll with penalty overprint and the an
nouncement for the 15¢ airmail stamp,
Scott No. C32 - U.S. Army Caribbean
School. The old search instinct suddenly
surfaced and off I went on another by-way
of Canal Zone collecting.

The following list of announcement cards
is most likely not complete and it would
be appreciated if you will look over your
cards and see if you can add a few. The
Canal Zone Postal Service Philatelic Agency
maintained a list of collectors and thVllc
cards were sent out whenever a new issue
was prepared. Included in the information
printed on the cards was a description of
the stamp and date of issue so the first day
collectors could send their covers to the
Zone for servicing.

When the quantity printed is stated on
the card it is given in parenthesis. All cards
are imprinted with the penalty notice and
there are three cards that made use of UXll
with the penalty overprint. The listing is
by date.

Thanks to Hugh Cassibry, Milo James,
Russ Samuels, and George Stilwell for their
help.
Scott No.
113, 30¢ regular, Apr. 15, 1940
C12, 30¢ airmail, July 15, 1941 (15,000)
139, 5¢ Stevens, Apr. 25, 1946, & 107, 5¢

(Steam Shovel) withdrawn Jan. 1, 1947
( 15,000)

C01-C07; 01, 02, 04-07 & 09 (CTO)
Feb. 13, 1947 (15,000)

136, 137, 140, Davis, Magoon, Wallace,
Aug. 16, 1948 (15,000)

141, Biological, Apr. 17, 1948 (15,000)
C6, 4¢ airmail; UC3, Jan. 3, 1949 & 118,

119 withdrawn, Jan I, 1949 (15,000)
142-145, Gold Rush, June 1, 1949 (15,000)
138, Roosevelt, Oct. 27, 1949 (IS,OOO)
C21-C26, Globe, July 16, 19S1 (12,000)
146, West Indian, Aug. 15, 1951 (12,000)
C01-C07 & C014; 01, 02, 04-07, & 09

(mint) Jan. 2, 19S2 (12,000)
147, Panama RR, Jan. 28, 1955 (10,000)
148, Gorgas Hospital, Nov. 17, 1957

( 10,000)
C27-C31, Globe, Aug. 16, 1958 (10,000)
149, S.S. Ancon, Aug. 30, 1958 (10,000)
U17; UC4; UXI2; UXCl, Nov. I, 1958

( 10,000)
ISO, Roosevelt, Nov. 15, 1958 (10,000)
lSl, Boy Scouts, Feb. 8, 1960
152, 154, Admin. Bldg. Nov. 1, 1960

( 10,000)
C.Z. book "Available", Nov. I, 1960 &

#151 withdrawn, Dec. 31, 1960 (10,000)
153, Goethals coil, Nov. 1, 1960 (10,000)
C.Z. book (penalty card) May 16, 1961

and Oct. 5, 1961.
C32, Carib School (penalty card) Nov. 21,

1961 (9,900)
155, Stevens coil, Feb. 10, 1962: on buff

card (1,100); on penalty card (10,000)
_t56, Girt Sc_outs,Jyfar. 12,_1~6~ (ll,OOQl
C33, Malaria, Sept. 24, 1962 (13,000)
157, Thatcher Bridge, Oct. 12, 1962

(13,000 )
C34, 8¢ Globe, Jan. 7, 1963 (13,500)
C35, Alliance, Aug. 17, 1963
Withdrawn from Sale, Oct. 31, 1963
Same-with 2 plate #'s delisted (crayoned

out)
UC6, Jan. 6, 1964 (15,000)
Folder "STILL AVAILABLE" (no date)

( 12,SOO)
UXI4, Dec. 1, 1964 (15,000)
C42-C47, Seal, July 15, 1965
UXlS, Aug. 12, 1965
Withdrawn from Sale, Jan. 31, 1966
158, Goethals;. C48, C52, Mar. 15, 1968
UCll, UX17, Apr. 1, 1969 (13,000)
C48a, 10¢ booklet, Feb. 18, 1970
159, Fort San Lorenzo, July 14, 1971
C49, C49a, 11¢, Sept. 24, 1971
UCI4, U20, Nov. 17, 1971
Withdrawn from Sale, Feb. 29, 1972
C50, C50a, 13¢; UX19, Feb. 11, 1974
160-162, coils, Feb. 14, 1975
163, Cascadas; U22, Feb. 23, 1976
163a, Cascadas booklet, Apr. 19, 1976

(1,000)#
CSl, 22¢; C53, 35¢, May 10, 1976 (8,SOO)
165, Towing Locomotive, Oct. 2S, 1978

( 10,000)
CZ Philatelic Sale, Aug. 15, 1979 (10,000)
CZPS, Last Day, Sept. 30, 1979 (10,000)

• probably a typo; 10,000 would be more likely.
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Handling of Mail Between
Albrook Field and Rio Hato

By L. P. Entwistle
Inquiries about the postal operations at

Rio Hato by the U. S. Army were made
about January, 1940, and at that time it
was thought that the camp would serve
merely as an overflow post for the Air Corps
until permanent quarters could be built at
Albrook Field, or later at Howard Field.

An investigation was made again in Au
gust, 1940, when it was disclosed that Rio
Hato was designated as a permanent train
ing post for various organizations of The
Panama Canal Department. Although the
post was primarily an Army airport, it op
erated as a separate command and reported
to Headquarters at Quarry Heights.

In October, 1940, the average personnel
at the post was about 2400 men, an increase
of 100 men from August. It was also esti
mated that during the dry season as many
as 6000 troops would be stationed at Rio
Erato.

There were actually three separate camps
spread over a radius of two miles, and at
the time negotiations with the Panama Gov
ernment were pending on the lease of sev
eral square miles of land between Rio Hato
village, Panama, and the ocean in the
vicinity of Santa Clara Inn.

During the early period the Army had
not established --a-system for handling the
mails. It usually arrived by plane from AI
brook Field and then apparently delivered
by any available army personnel to the
Headquarters building several miles away.

Post Office Inspector Russell recommend
ed in his report, dated October 11, 1940,
that immediate steps be taken to provide
limited mail service with a bonded mail
orderly in charge who would be technically
assigned to Albrook Field. This recommen
dation had previous Army approval.

Starting on November 12, 1940, all mail
for Rio Hato Department Training Center,
the official name of the camp, addre~~ed to
U.S. Army personnel assigned there was
routed through Albrook Field for dispatch

(Continued on page 8)

Will buy or trade'

CanaL Zone Covers

......
LEE H. CORNELL

1021 Douglas Bldg.
Wichita, KS 67202

(316) 262-5222



Secretary's Report
Alfred R. Bew

29 S. South Carolina Avenue

Atlantic City, NJ 08401

It is once again time to pay your mem
bership fees (dues) so that you may par
ticipate in the blessings of the Canal Zone
Study Group. Our usual dictatorial state
ment is: we remind you once that this is
the final CZP you will receive unless you
pay up! Or have already done so!

At the time of this report, December 1,

1982, we have reached new heights in mem
bership numbers. It is hard for me to be
lieve the current figure, except when it
comes time to mail out so many dues
notices; or, when checking the Zip file
against the membership registry book. I
have strayed from my original thought-the
total membership is nine hundred and one
(901)!!

Now that you have read this far and if
you have not already done so, PLEASE
whip out your check book and help the
secretary. We would rather spend our time
doing other things than write you dunning
reminders and things of that nature. Many
thanks for your cooperation.

This space left
intentionally blank

This space left
intentionally blank

This space left
intentionally blank

This space left
intentionally blank
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President's Report -
(Continued from page 1)

handled by the computer. I repeat, I was
astounded! Dick Bates really ran the mail
sale in a professional manner and the CZSG
again thanks him and his Potomac Chapter
for all their hard work.

The next mail sale will be run by the
West Coast Mail Sale Committee-it will
be the 12th. Because I belong to "another
generation" we will of necessity return to
our old-fashioned method of using an actual
bid book, hand-written invoices and carbon
paper. We also will limp along with an
adding machine-that computer added up
the total of the invoices, the "bid book"
(really non-existent), and the prices real
ized-all in a flash. The adding machine
tapes are NEVER in agreement on the first
run! Too bad that "old dogs can't learn
new tricks."

There will be a more informative report
of the details of the 11th mail sale in the
next issue of the CZP for Dick Bates has
become lost and is spinning around on a
floppy disc! He is due to emerge via the
printer before the second quarter deadline,
I hope!

Winners
There are a number of winners to be

announced and congratulated. Very likely
there are some of you who cannot be
acknowledged as many of the notices ap
pearing in the philatelic press give names
but no title of the winning exhibit. So if
those of you who are winners and would
like to have your name in print, will just
forward to me the necessary particulars you
will appear in the CZP.

Here are the winners: David Smith
"Canal Zone Postal Stationery"-a Bronze,
plus a UPSS first place certificate, at LAMA
PEX '82, February 19-22, La Mirada, CA.
Alan Doyle-"Canal Zone Seapost"-a Sil
ver, and "Killer Bar Readings of CZ Navy
Cancels"-a Bronze, at SPACEPEX '82,
July 24-25, Houston, TX. Tom Brougham
"Postmarks of Cristobal, Canal Zone"-a
Gold, at East Bay Stamp Show '82, August
7-8, Oakland, CA and a Gold, at SUNPEX
'82, November 13-14, Sunnyvale, CA.

Takahiro Ohta received a Silver for his
"Canal Zone Overprints" exhibited at JA
PEX '82, November 5-7, Tokyo, Japan.
Awards are not given out on the same basis
as in the United States as is apparent from
the statistics provided by Mr. Ohta: there
were 119 competitive exhibits of which 97
were winners and 22 "dropped." The win
ners were: Gold and Grand Prix 1, Gold 3,
Gold-Silver 3, Silver 16, Silver-Bronze 18,
Bronze 29 and "Fine Work" 27.

Nice going everyone!
-R. H. SALZ



Fig. 1. Scott No. J18, wrong font CANAL.

J18 Wrong Font on Cover
By R. H. Salz

Scott No. J18 with wrong font CANAL,
Fig. 1, has been listed as a footnote in the
Scott catalog for many years. It is not easy
to pick out this variety so let us hope that
the illustration will show you the numerous
differences: First, and don't use a magnify
ing glass, note the general overall appear
a~e..of the wOliLCANAL_GoIPPID'ed-with
the word ZONE - the word CANAL ap
pears thinner. From here on low magnifica
tion is helpful: compare the diagonal bar
of the N in CANAL with that of the N in
ZONE - the wrong font has a markedly
thinner diagonal bar. Take a look at the
widths of the legs of the A's in CANAL 
find yourself a normal example of J18 (or
Nos. 85-88, 90, 93-95, J19, and J20, but
be sure they are from the first printing)
and note that the wrong font A's do not
have the marked differences as do the A's
in the normal overprint which have a thick
right leg and a very thin left leg. Also note
the more closed C in the wrong font and
the lower right tip of the N which is ever
so slightly below the bottom line of the
other letters.

The discovery of this stamp on cover
makes an interesting (and rather embarass
ing) story: As mentioned in my report on
the Tenth CZSG Mail Sale, Richard Bates
(now your vice-president) stopped by to
discuss the mail sale procedures and also
take a look at my collection of overprinted
U.S. issues. When he saw the page with
the J18 on cover, he almost fell out of his
chair and remarked "Do you know what
you have here?" Well, it was most apparent
that I did not, nor have many other knowl
edgeable (P) collectors who have viewed
this cover. When Dick explained to me
what had been hidden for at least a dozen
years in my album, I was flabbergasted! It

just goes to show that you should always
be ready for the unexpected in Canal Zone
collecting.

To further show off my lack of knowl
edge, while Dick was looking through my
reference collection of fakes he picked out
my "fake" $1.00, Scott No. 95. You guessed
it - another wrong font CANAL. It hap
pens to be a particular scruffy looking stamp
with a heavy crease, a couple of scuffs, and
many missing perfs. There was just some
thing about the overprint that did not look
right and that is why I had innocently put
it away with my other fakes.

So keep your eyes open and take another
look at your stamps and covers. No telling
what new discoveries you'll make. And
don't forget to share your findings with
your fellow collectors through our publica
tion, The Canal Zone Philatelist. If you wish
to remain anonymous just say so, and we'll
oblige.

And thanks again, Dick Bates, for detect
ing these hidden treasures. After all how
many J18's with wrong font CANAL exist
on cover; or for that matter how many of
the other wrong fonts exist on cover?

World War II Censorship
By Harry A. Metzler

Additional information has been brought
to the attention of the Censor Marking
Committee since the article was _publis_hed
in the Third Quarter 1981 issue of CZP.
The assistance of members is requested in
ascertaining the types and usage of these
newly found devices and marks.

The previously unknown functions of the
APO Sections of the Balboa and Cristobal
Censor Stations have been identified in an
Army Order which established Army censor
ship in the Canal Zone. It designates a
Capt. N. A. Brown as Sector Censor to
censor all outgoing mail from officers and
their families. It states that officer mail
should be signed by the officer in the lower
left comer of the front of the envelope and
sent to the Sector Censor who would apply
a censor stamp in the upper left comer.
As Capt. Brown initiated and supervised
civil censorship in the CZ and the Army
lacked the resources to staff the Sector
Censor's office until June 1943, it is con
cluded that until this date, the APO Sec
tion and the Sector Censor were the same
and the APO Section censored mail from
officers and their families, using Army cen
sor stamps and devices. There are indica
tions that the Sector Censor/ APO Section
also examined mail from civilians living on
Army bases. It is believed that one type
of a circular stamp and several types of
rectangular stamps all reading "Passed by
us Army Examiner" and both paper labels
and transparent tape reading "Opened by
US Army Examiner" were used. The latter
were tied to the cover with one of the
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above handstamps. The Army issued a block
of censored numbers to each designated unit
censor and it is most likely that a block
was issued to the Sector Censor. As this
allocation of numbers has not been located,
the Committee must rely upon an analysis
of covers to determine the actual devices
and numbers used.

The Officeof Censorship approved a hand
stamp to be used by The Panama Canal
to certify that the mail was indeed official.
A few employees in various Departments
and Divisions were designated to apply this
stamp. Ordinary official mail from Depart
ments and Divisions from Gamboa south
was sent to the Mailing Room at Balboa
Heights as was all official airmail. Ordinary
official mail originating on the Atlantic side
was sent to the Sector Censor. One known
hand stamp reads: "OFFICIAL MAIL" fol
lowed by two lines with "Title" under last
line.

The Committee would like to know which
Departments and Divisions were authorized
to use this stamp, the dates of use, and
what markings or devices were applied by
the Mailing Room or the censor.

In June 1945 the Postmasters were ad
vised that due to a reduction in the staff
of the CensQr Stations a blue pencil check
mark would be applied in the lower left
corner in lieu of a hand stamp or seal to
signify that the cover had been referred to
the censor and was ant to be resubmitted.
A study of a limited number of covers shows

-tlmrhlue check marks and what appears-to
be shorthand or hieroglyphics were used as
early as 1943, the purpose of which is un
known at this time. With a little imagina
tion these marks can be categorized as
falling into five groups: checks, checks can
celled with a single stroke, check marks ac
companied by a letter of the alphabet; or
a number either written or stamped; unde
cipherable hieroglyphics.

These marks appear on mail censored in
the Canal Zone, on mail originating in the
Canal Zone or the Republic of Panama and
censored in the US, and on uncensored mail.

Members having covers or any informa
tion on the hand stamps, devices, and marks
described above are requested to contact
H. A. Metzler, 1601 Suffolk Drive, Clear
water, FL 33516.

WANTED - AIRMAIL COVERS 1928·79

Generous prices paid for airmail covers
to foreign countries, unusual usage, mix
ed frankings, multiple rates, etc. I am
also interested in the following on cover:
Cl, C2, C4, C18, C20, C26, C29, C31,
C32, C35, C39, <:40, C41, C04, C07,
COB, COlO, UC2 mint and used, UC5,
UC7, UCI2, UXCI-5, and any perf 'P'.

I am looking for real and correct usage
of stamps and rates. I do NOT want
First Flights, FCD's, or other "made up"
covers. I have material to trade.

TOM BROUGHAM
BOX 443 BERKELEY,CA



Fig 1. Proof of 2¢ Surcharge Die.

Color Proofs of Surcharge Dies
On Unwatermarked Envelopes

By Hugh Cassihry

When the Canal Zone Printing Plant re
ceived a work order from the Postal Division
for surcharging postal stationery, the color
of ink·fa be used in the surcharging was of
immediate concern. The Postal Divi~ion
would request that ink of a certain color
be used, most often a color that would
match the color of the stamp on the postal
stationery item to be surcharged.

The Printing Plant, in setting up the job,
would prepare a color proof and obtain
Postal Division approval before actual print
ing began. It is believed that most proofs
were made on regular postal stationery
stock; however, at least three color proofs
are known on regular 6% unwatermarked

envelopes.
Illustrated in Fig. 1 is a proof of 2-cent

Surcharge Die No. 124586 in blue ink on
a white, size 6% envelope with red pen

Handling of Mail -
(Continued from page 5)

by plane. Mail delivery was daily at 8:00
a.m., except on Sundays and holidays. A
clerk from Albrook Field was directed to
report for duty on November 24. He was
issued money order and postal savings forms,
plus nearly $3,000 in stamp stock.

The postmaster at Balboa was instructed
to forward one Albrook Field postmarking
stamp for use at Rio Hato. This order re
ferred to the steel duplex, type Hs-14a,
from which the center bar of the ll-bar
killer had been cut out (see "The Postal
Markings of the Canal Zone," page 246).
Civilian postal service was suspended on
April 19. 1943, but military personnel con
tinued to receive mail under APO 838.

The Rio Hato· steel duplex was returned
to Albrook Field and used there. Proof of
this usage is two-fold. First, examples of
the Rio Hato obliterator with dates of June
2, 1948, and April 16, 1947, have been re
ported-after the closure of the civilian
postal service. Second, the postal affairs files

Fig. 2. Proof of 1¢ Surcharge Die.

and ink markings that give the Printing
Plant job order number as 27996 and the
date as August 1969. The printing ink used
is listed as Blue #300, composed of one
ounce of reflex, four ounces process and
one ounce white. It is further noted on the
envelope that Panama Blue should be used
next time.

Illustrated in Fig. 2 is a proof of I-cent
Surcharge Die No. 124325 in blue on a
white, size 6%, envelope. A proof of Sur
charge Die No. 124323 in blue on a white,
size 6%, envelope also exists.

contain specimen impressions of the Rio
Hato device, dated September 30, 1948, the
date of the name change to Albrook Air
Force Base, with specimen impressions of
the new Albrook Air Force Base steel du
plex, dated October 1, 1948.

Legitimate covers from Rio Hato should
be dated not later than April 19, 1943, and
show the correct return address.

Earlier Date for Scott No. 97
The Scott catalogue and all other sources

list January 1927 as the month of issue of
Scott No. 97, 2¢ rotary, Perf. 10. Harlan
Englander has recently found an envelope
with this stamp that is clearly postmarked
at Balboa Heights on Dec. 23, 1926. This
is now the earliest date known and the date
of issue for this stamp must be changed
to December 1926. Documents show that
this stamp was shipped from the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing in Washington to
the Canal Zone on Dec. 6, 1926, so this
earlier issue date is entirely possible.
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FIRST ISSUE

"CANAL ZONE" COVERS

#1 (2c rose) horiz. strip 3, (Pas.
61-3, 61 with "N" Inverted, 63
with "A" accented) Ex. Fine strip,
faintly tied to Ex. Fine cover,
RARE, APS Cert Net $1,500

#1, Vert. Strip 3, Ex. Fine, tied
V.F. cover with "CONSULAR
SERVICE, USA" cor. cd., by
"LA BOCA, C.Z." blue pmk. Ad
dit. "CRISTOBAL, C.Z." black
pmk., Addr. to "COLON." Rare
and attractive. Net $1,750

#1, #2 (5c blue) #3 (lOc ye!.),
(#1 "PANAMA" up &: down &:
st. ed.) Fine to V.F. copies, tied
bar cancels &: "CRISTOBAL,
C.Z." pmk. to Ex. Fine cover.
Rare combin. Net $2,500

#2, F-VF copy, tied "CRISTOBAL,
C.Z." pmk. to Ex. Fine COVER
FRONT, with 5-line blue cor. cd
"Treas. Dept., Pub. Health &:
Marine Hasp. Ser., Colon, Pan.,
Surgeon's Off., Off. Bus.-Retum
Mter 5 daysH, Most Attractive,
APS Cert. Net $200

#2, F-VF copy, tied "ANCON, C.Z.
Jul 9, 1904" blue pmk to Fine
cover to Panama, light vertical
cover crease, Fresh, 1982 cat.
$350, APS Cert. Net $225

#2, (2 copies) V.F., tied "ANCON.
C.Z. Jul 2, 1904" blue pmk to
V.F. cover to FRANCE, purple
"TRANSITO, COLON-S Ju!.
1904" &: 2 star flag backstamp.

8~f~..scarce~a~rac~ve: .. 1fe~ $650
#2 &: #3, VF-S &: F-VF copies

each neatly tied by clear "EM
PIRE, C.Z.-Jul 9, 1904" pmks. to
Ex. Fine cover to HeOLON",
slightly reduced at left, BEAUTY,
APS Cert. Net $850

#2 & #3, V.F. (#2 rounded cor.),
tied by "CRISTOBAL, C.Z.-Ju!.
13, 1904" & "EVERETT,
WASH-Ju!. 25, 1904" forwd.
pm k. to Ex. Fine cover with
"TREAS. DEFT," cod. cd. MOST
ATTRACTIVE. APS Cert. Net $850

#2 & #3, F-V.F. copies, tied "LA
BOCA, C.Z.-Ju!. 6. 1904" pmk.
to V.F. cover, reduced at ]eft~
#2 shows "ZEE" ovpt. instead
of "ZONE", rare unlisted error
with APS Cert. suggesting "EE"
painted in at later date, wbich
opinion we feel unfounded, At-
tractive Net $750

#3, (10¢ yellow) F.-V.F. copy, tied
violet bars & "ANCON, C.Z.-Ju!.
11, 1904" &: black "CRISTO
BAL. C.Z.-Ju!. 12, 1904" pmk.
to Superb slllall white cover to
"COLON". A Gem!, APS Cert.
1983 Cat. $500+ ..... Net $450

#3, V.F.-Fine. tied purple bars &:
"ANCON, C.Z.-Ju!. 5, 1904"
pmk. to Ex. Fine small cover
with "CONSULAR SERVICE,
U.S.A." cor. cd. &: black "CRIS
TOBAL, C.Z.-Ju!. 6, 1904" pmk
to "COLON", BEAUTY, APS
Cert. Net $300

#3, Ex. Fine copy, tied neat "GOR
eONA, C.Z.-Ju!. 7, 1904" blue
pmk to V.F. cover to GERMANY,
with black "CRISTOBAL, C.Z.
Ju!. 7, 1904" pmk. & "Ju!. 7,
1904" purple "TRANSITO, CO
LON" &: 2 star flag backstamp.
Quite Scarce. APS Cert., It. vert.
cover crease. Net $350

Many other C.Z. covers in stock

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE
ON APPROVAL?

Satisfaction or Immediate Refund

Gladly Sent on Approval with References

Installment Pa)'lllent Terms 1£ Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA 88 Beacon Street APS

Boston, Mass. 02108
CSA Phone (617) 523-2522 CZSG


